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Recently, face recognition (FR) based on always-on CIS has been investigated for
the next-generation UI/UX of wearable devices. A FR system, shown in Fig. 14.6.1,
was developed as a life-cycle analyzer or a personal black box, constantly
recording the people we meet, along with time and place information. In addition,
FR with always-on capability can be used for user authentication for secure access
to his or her smart phone and other personal systems. Since wearable devices
have a limited battery capacity for a small form factor, extremely low power
consumption is required, while maintaining high recognition accuracy. Previously,
a 23mW FR accelerator [1] was proposed, but its accuracy was low due to its
hand-crafted feature-based algorithm. Deep learning using a convolutional neural
network (CNN) is essential to achieve high accuracy and to enhance device
intelligence. However, previous CNN processors (CNNP) [2-3] consume too much
power, resulting in <10 hours operation time with a 190mAh coin battery.

We introduce an ultra-low-power CNN FR processor and a CIS integrated with an
always-on Haar-like face detector [4] for smart wearable devices. For ultra-low
power consumption, it adopts 3 key features: 1) an analog-digital hybrid Haar-
like face detector (HHFD) integrated on the CIS for low-power face detection (FD),
2) an ultra-low-power CNNP with wide I/O local distributed memory (DM-CNNP),
and 3) a separable filter approximation for convolutional layers (SF-CONV) and a
transpose-read SRAM (T-SRAM) for low-power CNN processing.

Figure 14.6.2 depicts the overall architecture of the proposed FR system. The
system consists of two chips: a face image sensor (FIS) and the CNNP. Firstly,
the FIS performs always-on imaging and Haar-like FD. Once a face is detected,
FIS transmits only the face image to the CNNP, and then the CNNP completes FR.
The FIS integrates CIS with a 320×240 pixel array, analog Haar-like filtering circuit
(AHFC), and a digital Haar-like filtering unit (DHFU). The CNNP is composed of
4×4 PEs and a local distributed T-SRAM. The 4×4 PEs are interconnected with a
mesh network, and the boundary PEs are connected to external interfaces.

Figure 14.6.3 shows the hybrid integration of the AHFC and DHFU for low-power
FD. FD is composed of several cascaded classifying stages, and in each stage,
Haar-like filters compare the intensity summation of a black pixel region with a
white pixel region. Initially, the AHFC performs block summation of intensity
voltage levels directly from the CIS by utilizing a 20×80 analog memory. The
analog memory cell consists of a sampling capacitor CMEM, an input capacitor CIN,
a unity gain buffer, and several switches. As shown in the timing diagram, after
the reset phase, the analog memory cells in black or white regions transfer charge
proportional to (VMEM-VREF) to CBlack or CWhite, respectively, and then the AHFC
outputs ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ as the result of the VBlack and VWhite comparison. In the
proposed HHFD, the AHFC is used only for the first stage to minimize the static
current consumption. Consequently, the DHFU avoids more than 60% of the initial
processing, integral image generation, by receiving the results from the AHFC to
save power consumption, and it performs the block summation efficiently with 3
add/sub operations.

The architecture of DM-CNNP is shown in Fig. 14.6.4. Each PE fetches 32
words/cycle from local T-SRAM to support 4 convolution units, where each unit
has a 64 MAC array. Therefore, the CNNP with 4×4 PEs fetches 512 words/cycle

from the wide I/O local distributed memory and executes 1,024 MAC
operations/cycle simultaneously. Such wide memory bandwidth and massively
parallel MAC operations enable high throughput operation with low clock
frequency, 5MHz, at near threshold voltage (NTV), 0.46mV. When a convolution
operation is performed, the MAC input registers shift the words by one column
at each cycle to accumulate the partial sums in the accumulation registers. The
PEs connected to the same row can transfer data to other PEs to reduce the
overhead in processing cycles due to inter-PE data communication. Also, the MAC
units can be clock-gated with mask bits to reduce the unnecessary power
consumption.

Figure 14.6.5 shows the schematic diagram of the SF-CONV and the T-SRAM.
The separable filter approximation can replace the convolution of a d×d filter with
two convolution stages of a d×1 vertical filter and a 1×d horizontal filter with <1%
error [5]. The number of MAC operations and processing cycles of SF-CONV are
reduced, by 74.7% and 77.1%, respectively, in a given test case. Since SRAM
cannot read the column feature data connected to the same bitline, vertical filtering
must fetch the column data through multiple SRAM accesses. In this work, T-
SRAM, having two read modes: row-access read and column-access read, is
utilized to read the column data at once. In a T-SRAM cell, a decoupling MOS for
read is added to a conventional 6T cell, and its source and drain nodes are
connected to the word line, H_RDWL, and the bitline, H_RDBL, respectively,
during the row-access data read. For the column-access data read, the two lines
interchange their roles: H_RDWL works as V_RDBL, and H_RDBL works as
V_RDWL. Both row and column paths have separate word line drivers and sense
amplifiers, and for the 16b words/cycle access through column path, each bit of
a 16b word is placed in different banks. With the help of the column-access data
read, the activity factor for the input image readout in SF-CONV can be reduced
by 76.2% in the test case.

The measurement results are shown in Fig. 14.6.6. With the help of the AHFC,
the overall energy consumption of the HHFD can be reduced by 39%, compared
to that of only the DHFU. The CNNP can operate at 0.46-to-1.0V supply with 5-
to-100MHz clock frequency. The peak power consumption with maximum PE
utilization at 0.46V and 1.0V is 5.3mW and 211mW, respectively. The minimum
energy point (MEP) is 0.46V, and the energy efficiency at the MEP is 1.06nJ/cycle,
which is 2× lower than the energy efficiency at 1.0V. The DM-CNNP and SF-CONV
process the CNN operations for FR in 26.3ms at the MEP, achieving 97% accuracy
in LFW dataset [6]. The accuracy degradation from SF-CONV is less than 1%. The
FR result using FIS and CNNP is accurate as shown in Fig. 14.6.6, and the
proposed FR system dissipates 0.62mW on average at 1fps frame rate.

The 3.30×3.36mm2 FIS and 4×4mm2 CNNP are fabricated in 65nm CMOS
technology, as shown in Fig. 14.6.7. The ultra-low-power CNN FR system is
successfully realized for always-on wearable devices.
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Figure 14.6.1: Ultra-low-power CNN face recognition in wearable device. Figure 14.6.2: Overall architecture.

Figure 14.6.3: Analog-digital Hybrid Haar-like face detector.

Figure 14.6.5: Convolution with separable filter approximation and T-SRAM. Figure 14.6.6: Measurement results.

Figure 14.6.4: Ultra-low-power CNN processor with local distributed memory.
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Figure 14.6.7: Chip photograph and performance summary.


